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CASE REPORT

Speaking fluently with baclofen?

Esther Beraha,1 Pieter Bodewits,2 Wim van den Brink,3 Reinout Wiers1

SUMMARY

Baclofen is a new and promising pharmacological compound for the treatment of alcohol dependence (AD). Although several randomised trials found a reduction of craving and higher abstinence rates with low and high doses of baclofen, others failed to show positive effects. In this case study, the successful treatment of a patient with AD with daily 120 mg of baclofen is described. In addition to a decrease in alcohol use, we observed the cessation of stuttering during treatment with baclofen, reoccurrence of stuttering following discontinuation, and cessation of stuttering after reinstatement of the treatment. Based on this observation, the direct effects of baclofen on muscle relaxation and anxiety reduction and its indirect effect on dopaminergic inhibition, we believe that baclofen might be a new treatment for stuttering. Further research into the effect of baclofen on stuttering is warranted.

BACKGROUND

Based on estimates of the WHO, 3.3 million global deaths are attributable to harmful alcohol use. Furthermore, drinking alcohol is associated with health problems such as liver cirrhosis, cancer and injuries and is a highly social and economic burden. Alcohol dependence (AD), the most extreme form of harmful alcohol use, is a chronic disease characterised by high relapse rates of up to 60% after 1 year. AD can be treated with psychotherapy (eg, motivational enhancement therapy, cognitive behaviour therapy) and/or pharmacotherapy. To date, only disulfiram, acamprosate, and naltrexone are approved by the Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency. However, although efficacy of these agents could be proven in several clinical trials, other trials failed to find significant effects and treatment effects were often relatively small. Therefore, new effective medications are needed for the treatment of AD. One such promising medication is baclofen, a central acting muscle relaxant. Baclofen is a gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-B receptor agonist, which is widely used for the treatment of muscle spasticity, resulting from multiple sclerosis or spinal cord diseases. It is commonly administered in oral doses between 30 and 100 mg, but also higher doses are used. Furthermore, baclofen has been found to successfully stop chronic hiccup. GABA-B receptors are located in the same areas of the brain as the mesolimbic dopamine neurons, which play a role in the mediation of alcohol intake and reinforcement. It is assumed that activation of GABA-B receptors inhibits the surrounding dopamine neurons, leading to a decrease of dopamine release in response to alcohol consumption and a reduction in craving. First animal studies showed a positive effect of baclofen on rats’ drinking behaviour, and this effect was replicated in two double-blind randomised placebo-controlled trials (RCT) where a dose of 30 mg/day resulted in a reduction of craving and higher abstinence rates in alcohol-dependent patients (but see the RCT of Garbutt et al, Ponizovsky et al and Krupitsky et al that failed to observe such effects of daily 30–60 mg baclofen). In addition, two case studies, which showed that a dose up to 270 mg of daily baclofen could completely suppress alcohol craving, suggest the presence of a dose-dependent effect. The benefit of higher doses of baclofen was further demonstrated in a double-blind RCT, where doses up to 270 mg/day (mean 180 mg/day) resulted in significant higher abstinence rates compared with placebo. In a recent study, we could not replicate this finding, but there were three important differences between the studies: our dosage was lower (up to 150 mg), patients received cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT), and had lower drinking levels before treatment. Due to these contrasting results, further studies have to be awaited to draw final conclusions about the efficacy of baclofen in the treatment of AD. To further illustrate the effect of a high dose of baclofen in the treatment of AD, the present study reports on a successful and interesting case using daily 120 mg of baclofen (as part of an RCT on high-dose effects of baclofen). Besides a strong reduction of alcohol use, a remarkable positive effect on stuttering was observed.

CASE PRESENTATION

A 61-year-old Irish man attended an outpatient addiction treatment clinic (The Home Clinic) in the Netherlands for the treatment of AD. At first glance, he looked rather thin and this was confirmed by the combination of a height of 190 cm and a weight of 75 kg (body mass index=20.8). The patient reported to be socially isolated, unable to work and having lost several relationships. During the first visit, the patient showed withdrawal symptoms and reported daily drinking of 2–3 L of wine. He reported to have drinking problems for the last 20 years. In the past, he received several inpatient and outpatient treatments consisting of detoxification and rehabilitation followed by a maximum period of 30-month abstinence. The patient had no somatic problems, but reported sleeping problems and a history of depression, treated with 45 mg mirtazapine for 1 year. The treating physician further noted that the patient...
was stuttering, which the patient himself perceived as ‘a problem of finding the right words in a foreign language, not facing the problem in his native language’.

In November 2014, the patient decided to participate in a double-blind, placebo-controlled RCT that was conducted to study the efficacy of high doses of baclofen for the treatment of AD (Nederlands Trial Register, number NTR3681; for a detailed description see Beraha et al20). The patient met all inclusion and none of the exclusion criteria of that study and informed consent were obtained.

**TREATMENT**

Baclofen treatment was started with 10 mg baclofen orally three times a day. During the first week, the patient continued taking 30 mg/day. Depending on the occurrence of side effects and the level of craving, from the second week on, the dosage was increased with 10 mg baclofen every other day, resulting in an increase of the dose with 30 mg/week (following study protocol). After the 6-week titration period, the patient reached a dose of 120 mg/day and he continued taking this dosage during the 10-week high-dose phase until the end of the study.

**OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP**

After a 14-day detoxification period with 10 mg diazepam daily as necessary, injections of 300 mg intramuscular thiamine for 3 days followed by four times 25 mg oral thiamine, vitamin B complex and ascorbic acid, the patient started with the baclofen titration. In the first week, taking 30 mg of baclofen, the patient reported drinking two glasses of wine on two separate occasions but completely stopped drinking thereafter for the whole study period of 16 weeks. Interestingly, when the patient reached 90 mg baclofen/day, the physician recognised that the patient stopped stuttering. However, the patient reported sleepiness, stiff muscles and heavy legs as prolonged side effects, starting at a dose of 90 mg/day. At the end of the study, the patient wished to reduce baclofen because of side effects, and the dose was reduced with 10 mg every 2 days. Once he completely stopped taking baclofen, the patient relapsed to a daily intake of 2 L of wine. In addition, he started to stutter again. Therefore, the physician advised to restart the treatment with baclofen, and the baclofen dose was titrated up to 90 mg/day, followed by a period of prolonged abstinence and cessation of stuttering.

**DISCUSSION**

This case illustrates the potential efficacy of high-dose baclofen treatment of patients with AD. Although baclofen was effective in reducing alcohol intake in this patient, he reported some important adverse events, including sleepiness, stiff muscles, and heavy legs. Because of these side effects, the dose of baclofen was tapered down to 0 mg, which resulted in a relapse to excessive alcohol use comparable to the time before starting the treatment. Unexpectedly, the high dose of baclofen was associated with a cessation of the patient’s stuttering. When baclofen dosage was tapered down or stopped, stuttering reappeared but disappeared again when baclofen treatment resumed.

Three possible explanations for the positive effect of baclofen on stuttering are discussed. First, since it is assumed that one important factor in stuttering is muscle tension21 and baclofen is known as a muscle relaxant, the cessation of stuttering could be related to the relaxation of muscles in the region of the respiratory muscles or in the neck or face.21 Furthermore, earlier studies show that baclofen leads to a reduction of anxiety in patients with a history of AD,12–14 22 and it is suggested that baclofen might be more effective in patients with AD with comorbid anxiety.23 Since it has been shown that anxiety is closely related to stuttering,22 baclofen could also have reduced stuttering through a reduction of anxiety. Another possible explanation is the indirect effect of baclofen on the dopamine system. It has been shown that stuttering is related to higher levels of dopamine activity23 and that dopamine antagonists like haloperidol or risperidone can improve stuttering. Baclofen will lead to a stimulation of GABA-B receptors, resulting in the inhibition of dopamine release in the surrounding dopaminergic neurons, which in turn may cause an amelioration of stuttering.

The patient himself perceived his stuttering as a problem of finding the right words and reported not facing the problem in his mother tongue. However, his environment also recognised the spontaneous cessation of stuttering. Since stuttering was
always accompanied with alcohol use and the cessation of stuttering followed a decrease in alcohol use, it cannot be excluded that stuttering was caused by excessive alcohol use and just quitting drinking helped overcome stuttering instead of baclofen. To disentangle alcohol use and stuttering, it would be of great importance to study the effect of baclofen in participants who stutter without drinking problems.
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